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Synopsis
With the second season, Pikkuli keeps learning new things. He has great
adventures and faces thunderstorm and flooding. Pikkuli’s courage is tested
as he, once again, saves his best friend Honkkeli. Pikkuli meets new friends,
such as Fying Squirrel, Hoopoe and the Magpie Kids. Pikkuli and Honkkeli
have to teach Flying Squirrel that one shouldn’t take goodies that belong to
someone else even though they look soooo delicious!
The first season dealt mainly with Pikkuli’s experiences at home, but in the
second season we’ll see Pikkuli and his friends going to Owl’s painting classes,
learning that fire is dangerous and creating a theatre piece of their own.
The second season of Pikkuli will use the same good recipe as the first one:
warm humour, learning something new about life and yourself and the
importance of friendship and family.

Chirp,

With growing curiosity, Pikkuli and his friends
explore a forest of wonders!
Pikkuli is a positive little bird, living in a Scandinavian forest with his family and friends.
Pikkuli’s first season is in production and has been sold to seven different countries,
including Finland, Norway and Spain. As so many people have already fallen in love
with Pikkuli, we have now started to develop the 2nd season.

Facts
Genre - Comedy
Target Audience - pre schoolers
Duration - 26 x 5 minutes
Format - HD 16:9, 2D
Non dialogue with charming games included

chirp!

Pikkuli mobile games
With the Pikkuli games, we focus on peaceful experiences of exploring the
world. All the stories of our games rise from the Pikkuli-world; games are kind
of side paths of the TV-series. Some ideas and examples of possible games:
All seven little Hazel grouse Chicks fall down in to Mole’s hole.
Pikkuli has to save them all and find a way back to the surface.
Pikkuli’s painting class: you can play the same funny game as all
the birds are playing in the episode “Pikkuli’s Funny Feathers”:
jump into the paint bucket! And jump again - with another character.
“Pikkuli and the Strange tracks”- winter version: follow the tracks
and try to figure out which one of the animals has taken your
seeds and berries!
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Some episodes from the Pikkuli 2nd season:

”

I wanna see more!
I wanna see more!
-Zoé 4 years old, France

Pikkuli and the Strange Tracks

Pikkuli’s True Friend

Everyone is storing food for the winter and Pikkuli would so much like to eat some
of the treats in the family storage. Mommy tells Pikkuli to go elsewhere, and Pikkuli
decides to gather his own storage. Pikkuli and Honkkeli collect a huge pile of treats
into a hollow tree trunk, but the disappointment is huge the next morning, when
they find that all the treats are gone! The two set off to follow the strange looking
tracks that frighten Pikkuli. The thief turns out to be a little baby Flying Squirrel
who couldn’t resist temptation. Pikkuli and Honkkeli teach the baby squirrel how
to gather his own supplies.

Honkkeli has Pikkuli on a piggyback ride. Frog and Flying Squirrel dare them to
jump off a cliff. Honkkeli declines, but Pikkuli jumps. Frog goads them to jump
from an even higher cliff. Honkkeli declines, but Pikkuli jumps again. Frog dares
Pikkuli to jump from even higher, but then Honkkeli interferes and fetches Pikkuli
away. Frog and Flying Squirrel mock Honkkeli, but then Honkkeli tells Frog to jump
- but Frog doesn’t have to courage to do that! Honkkeli carries Pikkuli away on a
piggyback ride.

Pikkuli’s Funny Feathers

Owl has three lovely nieces visiting. Pikkuli falls in love with all three, one at a time,
thinking they are the one and same. Unknowingly, Pikkuli arranges a date to watch
the sunset on the rocks with all three of them. On the date, three wonderful little
owl girls appear. Pikkuli is astonished, but bursts into laugher. Everyone laughs and
start playing as friends.

Owl prepares to paint a portrait of Hoopoe. Hoopoe comes to model with his son.
The strange looking Hoopoe chick draws the attention of all the wood dwellers.
Even Pikkuli laughs at the new arrival! Accidentally, Pikkuli is pushed into Owl’s
paint cauldron and soon Pikkuli is all brightly coloured! First everybody laughs at
Pikkuli’s weird colouring, but soon the others become inspired and want a wild
paint coating of their own, even Mrs. Hazel Grouse, who is usually so very stringent
and composed. In the end, everyone is painting themselves and each other, the
forest is filled with joyful laughter.

Pikkuli’s First Crush

Pikkuli’s Night Adventure
Pikkuli and Frog have permission to sleep the night in a tent next to the Byrds
Hometree, on the condition that they don’t run off into the dark woods, where the
dangerous Marten prowls at night. Pikkuli and Frog giggle and jiggle in the tent
and finally jump out from the tent in their sleeping bags into the dark woods. Owl
sees them, and so does the Marten. Pikkuli and Frog panic, and return to the tent.
In the morning, Owl tells Daddy about the night adventure and Pikkuli is ashamed.
But, luckily, Pikkuli and Frog get to go on a real night trip with Daddy and Owl to
the rocks, sitting by a fire.
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